A New Digital Voltmeter Having High Rejection of Hum and Noise

HIGH accuracy in a digital voltmeter is of little practical value unless that accuracy can be maintained under the conditions of everyday use. In particular, if the voltmeter does not adequately discriminate against the unwanted signals that often accompany the desired signal in the situations in which digital voltmeters are frequently used, then serious errors can occur and high voltmeter accuracy is of little avail.

To permit the benefits of the digital type voltmeter to be obtained where unwanted hum is troublesome as well as in ordinary usage, a new digital dc voltmeter, designed and produced by -hp's Dymec Division, now provides virtual freedom from the errors caused by external common-mode signals. In this voltmeter a common-mode rejection of more than 140 db at all frequencies and 160 db at dc is obtained.

Substantial rejection of single-ended or superimposed noise is also achieved. These characteristics are obtained through a new approach to digital voltmeter design—one in which the input and measuring circuitry is both floated and guarded and in which the measurement is made by an integrating technique rather than by techniques presently in use.

The new voltmeter has five-digit resolution and measures up to ±1000 volts dc in five ranges with 300% over-ranging on the four lower ranges. The most sensitive range is an advance for digital voltmeters in that it has a full-scale value of only 100 millivolts. This high sensitivity results in a digital voltmeter that is much more suited to measuring the millivolt-level signals that are encountered in work involving thermo-couple and strain-gage transducers, a common field of use for digital voltmeters. For example, measurements made...
on the 100 mv range at a sampling period of only 0.1 second will have a resolution of 10 microvolts per digit. This is ten times more sensitive than has been available commercially. Three fixed sampling periods of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 second are provided to allow the optimum combination of speed and resolution.

The increased sensitivity and resolution of the voltmeter are accompanied by a commensurately-high accuracy. As regards accuracy, in fact, the overall performance of the instrument is fully specified as to stability, linearity, temperature effects, and calibrator performance. This information enables the instrument to be used with knowledge of the specific performance that will be obtained under given conditions. The performance established for the instrument is shown in the accompanying table, but in short it can be stated that the instrument is of the very high (0.01%) accuracy class.

To make the voltmeter convenient for system work, all of its operations have been made programmable by external contact closures, while all control lines and electrical outputs are referred to ground potential. Suitability of the instrument for systems use has been further enhanced by avoiding electromechanical devices in the measuring circuits, while in the program circuits (and in the instrument as a whole) only one type of such device is used. This is the reliable reed-type relay which programs the range attenuator. All circuitry in the instrument is transistorized except for four tubes used in the operational amplifier.

Electrical outputs representing the visual digital reading also have been made available for operating external digital recorders.

THE NOISE PROBLEM

Hum pickup and other noise on the measured signal can reduce the reliability of reading of digital voltmeters of the commonly-used successive approximation or ramp types. Since these types of circuits measure the input signal at a specific instant in time, they will be in error by the magnitude of any noise present at the instant of measurement. A third type of digital voltmeter, the continuous-balance type, is likely to "hunt" for, but never reach, an answer when noise signals are present at the time of measurement.

The most frequent source of noise is power line pickup or hum which results from having two grounds in the system—one at the signal source and the other at the voltmeter. This effect is known as common-mode pickup, because one end of the equivalent hum generator is common to both sides of the input signal pair. Common-mode pickup will cause a voltage to appear at the voltmeter input which can easily be as large as the signal itself, resulting in a completely erroneous reading. A voltmeter with a conventional floating input can reduce common-mode pickup to some extent, but it is limited in its effectiveness by the capacitance between the measuring circuit and the instrument chassis. Current injection from the voltmeter power supply is also a problem with this type of instrument. Use of a heavy ground bus or shield usually will not reduce common-mode pickup appreciably and may even increase it, due to magnetic pickup from the ground loop formed.

The new voltmeter, however, incorporates a shield or "guard" which completely isolates the floated measurement circuit from the main chassis. In effect, the guard breaks the common-mode loop. By operating the guard at the ac or dc po-
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**ACCURACY SPECIFICATIONS FOR DYMEC 2401A VOLTMETER**

**ACCURACY**

(Specifications hold for ±10% line voltage change.)

| Stability (at constant temp.): | ±0.01% of full scale per day, 1/10/100/1000v ranges. |
| Linearity decreases to ±0.2% of full scale per day, 0.1v range. | Internal ±1v calibration source: ±0.01% per month. |

**CALIBRATION**

Scale factor:

- ±0.002% of reading/°C, 0.1/1v ranges.
- ±0.0027% of reading/°C, 10/100/1000v ranges.
- ±0.002% of full scale/°C, 0.1v range.
- ±0.0008% of full scale/°C, 1/10/100/1000v ranges.

**Zero**: ±0.002% of full scale/°C, 0.1v range.

**Internal Calibration Source**: ±0.002%/°C.

---

**RESOLUTION AND RANGE VALUES OF DYMEC 2401A DIGITAL VOLTMETER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAMPLE</th>
<th>MEAS.</th>
<th>SELECTED</th>
<th>FULL SCALE</th>
<th>RES</th>
<th>OVERRANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERIOD</td>
<td>SPEED</td>
<td>RANGE (V)</td>
<td>READING</td>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>READING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 S</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000Mv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**: Polarity Sensed and Indicated Automatically
Fig. 4. Rejection characteristics of Dymec 2401A voltmeter to noise applied to voltmeter terminals. Curves 1, 2, and 3 are for 1, 0.1, and 0.01 sampling periods. Rejection characteristics have infinite-rejection cusps every 1, 10, and 100 cycles, as shown.

Fig. 5. Circuit arrangement of Dymec 2401A Voltmeter.

A dc voltage to be measured is applied to the integrator, the integrator output voltage rises at a slope and polarity that depend on the magnitude and polarity of the voltage to be measured.

The integrator output is connected to two pulse-generating channels, one triggered by a negative-going voltage, the other by a positive-going voltage. When the integrator output reaches a predetermined level, it triggers the appropriate pulse generator and a pulse of proper polarity is supplied to the integrator input to cancel the integrated voltage and return the integrator output to its zero condition. As long as the external dc voltage is applied to the voltmeter, the process repeats itself. The total integral of the input voltage over any given time interval is thus equal to the integral of the feedback pulses over that same time interval. Since the feedback pulses are of constant voltage-time area, their integral and hence that of the input voltage is given by a count of the pulses.

The function of the counter in Section B is now to totalize the pulses over a precise time interval. By making the pulse repetition rate of Section A an integral decimal multiple of the input voltage (i.e., 100,000 pps for 1 volt input) and totaling over an integral decimal

Additional Noise Rejection

The effect of noise, common-mode or single-ended, which is unavoidably superimposed on the signal is minimized by another feature of the voltmeter. This is that the voltmeter is designed to make its measurements by means of an integrating process. The amount of rejection that this process achieves for noise is substantial, although it varies with the noise frequency and the amount of time used for integration or averaging. Assuming that the peak noise does not exceed the dc signal level, averaging results in at least 20 db rejection at 55 cps (0.1-second sample period) and, because the integral of a complete sine wave is zero, noise rejection is essentially infinite at 60 cps and other decade frequencies. The instrument's rejection of superimposed noise is shown in Fig. 4. For

Common-mode noise, the combined effect of guarding and averaging results in a rejection of more than 140 db at all frequencies. This can be demonstrated in a graphic way by noting that 100 volts of common-mode pickup causes less than 10 microvolts change in reading.

Integrating-Type Measurement Process

The basic circuit arrangement of the voltmeter is indicated in Fig. 5. The dc voltage to be measured causes section A to generate a train of pulses whose repetition rate is made to be directly proportional to the input voltage. Section B then counts the number of these pulses occurring during a preselected time interval to obtain the time integral of the input voltage.

Section A consists of an analog integrator which is provided with two special feedback circuits. When
multiple of 1 second, the counter registration needs only correct positioning of the decimal point to display a direct reading of the input voltage.

The voltmeter display consists of a 5-digit Nixie® readout with indication of decimal point, measurement units (e.g., volts or mv) and polarity. Polarity information is obtained by sensing the active pulse generator. Binary-coded-decimal recording outputs are provided for the displayed reading, range, measurement units and polarity.

To prevent circulating ground currents from passing through the signal source, as is possible in the circuit shown in Fig. 1, the guard circuit previously mentioned encloses the analog-measuring portion of the voltmeter circuit. The shielding is extensive and is designed so that power frequency currents from the internal power supply are not fed back to the measured source where they would appear as superimposed hum signals. The two pulse trains leave the guarded area through small shielded pulse transformers. Outside the shield, all circuitry functions with respect to chassis ground, permitting all output and control lines to be referenced to chassis ground with no effect on the floating or guarding.

INTERNAL CALIBRATOR

The voltmeter also includes a ±1 volt calibrator which has a stability of within ±0.01% per month. The calibration procedure can be carried out from the instrument's front panel. The calibrator is capable of being adjusted within ±0.001% when compared with a suitable external standard.

DIGITAL RECORDING

The voltmeter is arranged so that it can directly drive the -hp- Model 562A Digital Recorder to make automatic printed records of voltagge measurements on paper tape. A number of other devices such as card punches, comparators, tape punches and other parallel- and serial-entry devices can be operated using auxiliary Dymec equipment.

FREQUENCY COUNTING

Since part of the voltmeter circuit is in fact a frequency counter, this part has been made available for external use. This permits the instrument to be used to count frequencies up to 300 kc with gate times of 0.01, 0.1, or 1 second, or manually or remotely controlled. Gates times are crystal-controlled to an accuracy of approximately 0.01%.

AC/OHMS MEASUREMENTS

The new voltmeter can also be used to measure ac voltages to 750 volts peak and resistances to 10 megohms in conjunction with the Dymec 2410A AC/Ohms Converter shown in Fig. 6. When the two instruments are used together, the readout including the units of measurement is given on the voltmeter. Units are also indicated on the Converter. Measurements with the Converter are made with a floated and guarded circuit, and are fully programmable.
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A VERSATILE DIGITAL RECORDER FOR BCD DATA

The recorder itself is also fully transistorized. Additional features include electronic data storage and the ability to be arranged for dual input coupling. High accuracy analog records may be made with potentiometer or galvanometer type recorders by means of an optional analog output feature that is completely independent of the print mechanism.

SEVERAL years ago -hp- introduced two digital recorders which printed digital data from -hp- counters and other digital equipment on paper tape at high speed. These recorders, one of whose first uses was to record valuable frequency information from Sputnik 1, could print up to 12 digits per line at speeds up to 5 lines per second for a total capacity of 3600 digits per minute. The recorders operated from electrical signals in the form of staircase and ten-line codes.

A new recorder has now been developed which operates primarily from the familiar four-line Binary Coded Decimal system. The new recorder is a companion to its fore-runners and has the same characteristics with regard to speed, print capacity, and reliability. In addition, though, the new unit can also be directly operated from transistorized as well as vacuum-tube equipment. The recorder can be used with counters, translators, computers, and many other digital systems.

Printing is accomplished with a mechanism similar to that of the -hp- 560A and 561B Digital Recorders by striking a print bar against pre-positioned print wheels. Each print wheel represents an input column and has associated with it a printed circuit module containing circuitry for data storage and selection of the proper print character. For use with digital frequency- and time-measuring instruments, the printed circuit modules are arranged for a 1-2-2-4 BCD code with the "1" state positive with respect to the "0" state. Modules for other codes and codes of the opposite polarity are available. Since each print wheel operates with its own module, different input codes may be used for separate wheels. Furthermore, internal connectors are provided for routing input data to any of the column modules. The connectors are readily accessible so that any desired printing format can be quickly established.

FLEXIBLE INPUT

One of the most useful features of the new 562A Digital Recorder is the wide range of input conditions it can accept. Input voltage swings (between "0" and "1" states) may be as small as 4 volts or as large as 75 volts. Two reference voltages establish the dc level of these input swings as far as the recorder input is concerned. The dc level of the BCD input can have peak values anywhere within a total range of ±150 volts with respect to chassis ground. Fig. 3 illustrates this.

By deriving the reference voltages for the input data from the driving equipment, compatibility with many types of equipment is assured regardless of wide differences in output levels and swing amplitudes. Further, this arrangement greatly aids reliable data transfer from source to recorder since any change in environment or other conditions which might cause a change in code amplitudes would have a similar effect on the reference voltages. So long as the reference voltages are separated by a voltage approximately equal to the code swing amplitude, data will be properly entered to the recorder.

![Diagram illustrating range of input voltage levels from which Recorder can operate.](image-url)
The input impedance for this recorder is exceptionally high. This permits direct recovery of data from electronic equipment without the need for buffer elements. Driving requirements are as little as 15 μA into an input impedance of approximately 270K.

INPUT CODE

For use with -hp- and Dymec equipment, the new recorder is provided to accept a 1-2-2-4 BCD code with the "1" state positive with respect to the "0" state. For other applications, different codes may be obtained as required. In addition to the above, column modules can be furnished for 1-2-2-4 BCD code of the opposite polarity, that is, with the change from binary "0" to binary "1" represented by negative-going voltage. Also available as standard options will be column boards for 1-2-2-4 BCD code of either polarity. The specifications applying to input voltage swings, reference levels, input impedances and storage apply to all of these boards. Other four-line codes are available on special request. Column modules may also be obtained for recording directly from ten-line data.

Because each printed column has its own associated circuit modules, it is possible to intermix input codes within one printer, provided only that no more than two different sets of reference voltages are required. This is particularly useful where it is necessary to print from two data sources simultaneously (dual input coupling). Differences in code weighting, polarity, input swings and reference levels can be readily accommodated.

DATA STORAGE

Four-line data presented to the recorder is entered into flip-flops which store the information to be printed until the character wheels are properly positioned. This arrangement eliminates the need to inhibit the driving source during the mechanical scan cycle. Once data is transferred to the recorder flip-flops, the input equipment can be released to gather new data. This will often increase the total amount of information that can be recorded in a given time. For system applications, the feature of input storage will often permit simplification of the control logic associated with data sampling and transfer.

Fig. 5 shows the block diagram for data storage, translation, and print wheel positioning for a 1-2-2-4 binary decimal code. With no input BCD voltages applied, the storage flip-flops will assume the condition required to position the print wheels to blank. With input supplied, the storage transfer will be to the states dictated by the input data.

PRINTING FROM TWO SOURCES

At small additional cost, the recorder can be provided with the input cabling needed for dual input recording. In order to record from two sources, on a synchronized basis, the digital recorder must receive two print commands, one from each source. When the first print command is received, it is stored and an inhibit signal is applied to the instrument furnishing the print command. When the second print command is received, the print cycle begins. Both driving instruments are held off until the data storage cycle is complete, at which time both driving instruments are released. With this type of operation, the overall system is kept in synchronization, even though sampling.
rates for the two driving instruments are determined independently. In this way, data can be printed simultaneously from two completely independent instruments, such as a counter and a digital voltmeter, or two counters with different gate times.

**ANALOG OUTPUT**

An analog output proportional to certain selected columns of data can add greatly to the usefulness and flexibility of a digital recorder. The new Model 562A accomplishes this by making use of the function of input storage to derive a high accuracy analog suitable for strip chart and X-Y recorders of either the potentiometer or galvanometer type.

The analog panel for this optional feature is shown in the photograph of Fig. 2. A switching arrangement permits the operator to select the consecutive columns of input data to be recorded in analog form. Any 3 of the first 9 columns may be used as well as the right hand 2. The wide range zero and control in an analog output and recording systems sets. The analog conversion is derived from the recorder's storage flip-flops and has the advantage of freeing the analog from dependence on the mechanism. Where only analog records are desired, the printing mechanism can be disabled. This eliminates unnecessary use of the mechanism and permits data sampling rates far greater than the digital recorder's maximum print rate.

The basic electronic circuitry used to develop the analog output from the 562A has been incorporated in a separate instrument, the Model 580A Digital-to-Analog Converter. The performance characteristics and features of this instrument are treated in some detail in the article that follows. Functionally, the 580A is identical with the analog option of the 562A.
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**SPECIFICATIONS**

**-hp- MODEL 562A DIGITAL RECORDER**

Accuracy: Identical to input device used. Printing Rate: 5 times per second, maximum. Column Capacity: To 11 columns (12 available on special order). Print Wheels: 12 positions, numerals 0 through 9, a minus sign, and a blank. Other symbols available.

Input Requirements: Data Input: Parallel entry 1224 BCD "11" state ± 4 volts ± 75 volts with respect to "0" state. Other codes and polarities available.

Reference Voltages: Reference voltages required for both the "0" and "1" state. Reference voltages not to exceed ± 150 volts to chassis. Input impedance approximately 270 K ohms.

Hold-off Signals: Both polarities are available simultaneously and are non-coupled; 10 ma maximum load. ± 15 v open circuit from 1K source. ± 5 v open circuit from 2K source.

Print Command: + or − pulse, 6 to 40 volts amplitude 20 as or greater in width, ac coupled.

Analog Output (Option 41): (From 1224 "11" state positive boards only.) Accuracy is ± 0.5% of full scale or better. 100 mv for potentialmeter recorder, 0.2 megohm minimum load resistance. 1 ma into 5000 ohms maximum for galvanometer recorder.

Transfer Time: 2 ms.

---

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**-hp- MODEL 580A DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER**

Accuracy: 0.5% of full scale or better. Potentiometer Output: 100 mv full scale. Minimum load resistance: 47 kilohms. Calibrate control.

Galvanometer Output: 0 to 1 ma into 5000 ohms or less. Zero and calibrate controls.

Input Requirements: Data Input: Parallel entry 1-2-2-4 BCD, "1" state ± 4 volts ± 75 volts with respect to "0" state.

Reference Voltages: Reference voltages required for both the "0" and "1" state. Reference voltages not to exceed ± 150 volts to chassis. Input impedance approx. 270 kilohms.

Command Pulse: Positive or negative pulse, 20 µsec or greater in width, 6 to 20 volts amplitude.

Transfer Time: 1 millisecond.

Power: 115/230 volts, 50/1000 cps.

Dimensions: 16% in. wide, 12¾ in. high, 11½ in. deep.

Price: Model 580A: $525.00.

All prices f.o.b. factory.

Data subject to change without notice.

---

**Fig. 3. -hp- Model 580A Digital-to-Analog Converter.**

---

(continued from p. 8)
A DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER WITH HIGH OUTPUT RESOLUTION

Fig. 1. New hp- Model 580A D-A Converter (lower center) enables digital data such as frequency counter readings to be recorded on either galvanometer or potentiometer type recorders.

For many data recording applications, digital-to-analog conversion offers important advantages. With this recording strip chart records of continuously changing data, for example, are more readily analyzed for trends and other change characteristics than printed digital data. Examples include such applications as telemetry, fuel flow measurements, frequency deviation and provide such applications as telemetry, fuel flow measurements, frequency deviation and other change characteristics that can be more readily analyzed for each of the three storage decades then produces a staircase function with a level proportional to the numerical value of its stored BCD data. These staircases are in turn mixed in the ratio of 1, 10 and 100 according to their decade value to produce a single staircase function with a 1000 steps from zero to full scale. Each discrete step then represents 0.1% of full scale and for practical purposes is an analog function.

This output voltage is then attenuated and provides an output for potentiometer type recorders. It is also applied to an amplifier whose output can be used to drive a 1 milliampatype galvanometer recorder.

For maximum stability over a wide range of operating conditions, Model 580A incorporates a zener referenced power supply for independence from line voltage changes, diode clamps to ensure accurate voltage levels before mixing, and compensation elements to maintain constant output over wide temperature extremes.

Because the source data is electronically stored and almost continuously presented to the clamping and conversion networks, the analog outputs developed have good accuracy and resolution even with large, frequent changes in input data. Accuracy better than 0.5% of full scale may be obtained.

POTENTIOMETER OUTPUT

The potentiometer output is capable of delivering a voltage of up to 100 millivolts into a minimum load resistance of 47K ohms. Data sampling rates of over 10 lines per second may be handled with full specified accuracy and resolution. At higher sampling rates, the output filter that is used to prevent ringing in transformer input recorders limits the response of the 580A.

GALVANOMETER OUTPUT

The analog voltage developed in the mixing networks is applied also to an amplifier to provide a current source suitable for driving galvanometer-strip chart or X-Y recorders. Zero to 1 milliampere is available.

(concluded on p. 7)

Fig. 1. New hp- Model 580A D-A Converter (lower center) enables digital data such as frequency counter readings to be recorded on either galvanometer or potentiometer type recorders.

Fig. 2. Circuit layout of hp- Model 580A Digital-to-Analog Converter.